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India’s GDP has been deteriorating overthe pastfew quarters,in line with global trends.

Most key engines of GDP growth — private consumption, private capital expenditure, net exports and public

infrastructure spending—are facing stiff challenges.

Rural distress, NBFC crisis, declining consumer confidence and elevated unemployment levels suggest

consumption is unlikely to pick up anytime soon.Although current capacity utilization is ~75%, declining credit

growth and five-year low growth of 0.2% in eight core industries suggest near-term revival in private capital

expenditure is also doubtful. Challenging global growth environment is likely to persist, which is a negative for

exports.

In effect, the government’s infrastructure spending — railways defence and other public infrastructure — is the

only hope to spur economic growth in the medium term.

We believe the slowdown in consumption largely reflects (1) moderate growth in household income and (2)

higher taxes on households. Private investment will continue to be subdued without radical reforms to

investment (manythings need to be fixed to revive private investment rate).

A global dovish stance along with a 25bp US Fed rate cut is likely to be liquidity positive for EM, in our view. RBI

35bp policy rate cut may augurwell for consumption demand and provides a fillip to private capital expenditure,

in the medium term.

Valuation and View

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics

InJuly 2019,the Nifty contracted 5.7% and the Nifty Midcap Index contracted 9.8% under combined pressures of:

1) Persistent global growth challenges,

2) on-going US-China trade tensions,

3) Deteriorating domestic macroeconomic environment,

4) strong outflows from FPI structured as Association of Persons (AOP) or trusts consequent to the imposition of

“superrich”tax in FY20 Budget,and

5) Lacklustre Q1FY20 results to date.

For NIFTY 50 Index, we see moderate downside risks to earnings estimates for FY2020-21. For FY20, bulk of the

incremental growth in net profits of the Index comes from (1) normalization of profits in PSU and certain private

'corporate' banks. Financials, where we see an earnings rebound, is our strongest overweight and we hope lower

rates might also boost near-term sentiment toward Industrials & Discretionary. Lastly, we note potential risks to

earnings estimates in the case of a further slowdown in consumption.

Current domestic macro and market set-up looks better on most metrics compared to 2014 rally but current

starting pointforvaluations is higher.At ~17.5x NIFTY P/E,current P/E looks 'fair' relative to the macro backdrop.

Key investmentthemes to play in 2019 are

1) large-cap over other categories,

2) cyclical sectors led by banks (largely coming out ofthe woods) over defensive and

3) 'rural' over (possible populist measures by the Centre and State governments to continue) urban in 2019.

Stable to falling crude and INR appreciation can be strong tailwinds to market behaviour.
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Fixed Income Outlook
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Downgrades to world growth forecast could force“elevated”accommodation from global central banks

Lowerthan budgeted India nominal growth a medium term risk,as global woes add to domestic challenges

Benign crude oil outlook amidst protectionist policies could underpin India meeting the inflation target and

provide RBI policy space forfurther accommodation.

Monetary policy likely to be fixed income positive, but meeting fiscal targets in the current scenario could be

tested

Continue to see value in the short/medium end ofthe yield curve on a risk adjusted basis.

Overnight rate (NSE MIBOR)

10-Year G-sec yield

3 Month CDs rate

6 month CDs rate

12 month CDs rate

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year (U.S.) Treasury Yield

5.90 5.93 5.69 5.75

6.91 6.93 6.27 6.37

6.60 6.60 5.90 5.90

6.85 6.85 6.30 6.35

7.30 7.30 6.70 6.70

68.94 69.14 68.27 68.86

2.05 2.15 1.94 2.02

Global Cues
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Amidst President Trump’s intense political pressure and persistent market expectations, the U.S Fed reduced

the benchmark policy rate by 25 bps-its first decrease in more than a decade.

The US announced its intent to impose tariffs from 1st September on the remaining US$~300B.of imports from

China after setbacks in the recent round oftrade negotiations between the US and China

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) cut its global economic growth forecasts to 3.2% in 2019 and 3.5% in

2020-a drop of 0.1% for both years from its April 2019 forecasts and a 4th downgrade since October 2018.

The European Central Bank (ECB) left its policy rates unchanged but revised the forward guidance and hinted a

possible monetary policy easing at its next meeting in September.

Brexit continued to add uncertaintyto the global economic outlook,as however high the economic cost,the new

U.K prime minister“vowed”to take the country out ofthe EU by Oct.31st-with either a new deal or none at all.

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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Central government fiscal deficit for Q1FY20, up to June 2019, stood at INR 4.32 lakh cr (61.4% of FY 2019-20

budgeted target) compared with INR 4.29 lakh cr (68.7%) a year ago.

Led by higher overall food inflation,consumer price inflation (CPI) rose to an 8-month high of 3.18% in June 2019

from 3.05% in the previous month.

Banking system liquidity rose to high surplus in July with the central bank’s liquidity operations (LAF) absorbing

an average INR 1,30,000 cr during the month from INR 50,000 crore inJune.

Foreign funds (FPIs) continued their investment momentum that began post elections, purchasing (net) debt

worth INR 9,433 crore inJuly,from INR 8,319 crore in the previous month.

Foreign exchange reserves rose further to a record USD.430.4 bln in July 2019 from USD.427.7 bln in June 2019

on the back of buoyantforeign capital inflows.

Domestic macros


